We report on recent progress towards the development of a 3D optimization capability for transonic ow at high Reynolds numbers. In this paper we demonstrate optimization based on the 3D laminar Navier-Stokes equation, and we present validation of the ow analysis scheme based on the 2D Navier-Stokes equations with turbulence modelling.
Introduction
The authors are involved in a project in which the long term goal is the development of an aerodynamic optimization tool (such as one that performs drag minimization at xed lift) for vehicles immersed in 3D high-Re transonic/supersonic ow in which the discretization is performed on unstructured grids. Drag minimization has the advantage over traditional inverse design methods that the designer is relieved from the di cult task of selecting an appropriate target pressure distribution (he/she instead must choose an appropriate set of design variables and objective functions, but that arguably allows more freedom, and can be more easily related to the goals of the design project). Use of unstructured grids as the underlying ow analysis method for this optimization tool provides a powerful method for performing aerodynamic design for complex geometric con guration such as cruise wing design in the presence of strut-nacelles, wing design in high-lift mode and lateral-directional control con gurations such as wings with deployed ailerons or spoilers.
Previous publications have documented various stages of the project 10, 11, 12, 13] in which practical capabilities have been developed for ow elds satisfying the 2D and 3D Euler equations and the 2D laminar Navier-Stokes equations. For example, an e cient residual jacobian storage scheme was reported in 11]. This paper reports on the extension of the method to an optimization method based on the 3D laminar Navier-Stokes equations and veri es that the residual jacobian storage scheme allows a practical capability. Furthermore, the 2D turbulent implementation is currently in progress and we present validation of the ow analysis module. (G j ?F j )njd? (1) where U = ( ; u1; u2; E) T , F j = 
We have used the Boussinesq analogy for eddy viscosity and eddy conductivity and replaced the Reynolds stress and turbulent heat ux by a gradient di usion term resulting in ktot = k + kt tot = + t
We rst assume that G j = 0 and present the underlying inviscid scheme. The discretization of U and F j on an unstructured triangulation of the domain is accomplished using piecewise linear polynomials. The spatial discretization is completed by using the nite volume formulation with control volumes associated with each node i consisting of all triangles having vertex i. The line integration given by Equation (1) is performed exactly around the outer boundary of this control volume. Using this spatial discretization, the following set of semi-discrete equations results:-dU dt + R(U) = 0 (4) where, through the use of an edge-based formulation, the residual at node i can be written as 
where k+1 and k?1 are the nodes in either element containing edge ik di erent from i and k. The second term on the right hand side in Equation (6) is an arti cial dissipation ux added to stabilize the scheme and is given by:-D ik = S 2 Pj j(P ?1 U ik ? L(P ?1 U ? ; P ?1 U + )) (8) Here U ? and U + represent changes in U along an imaginary line segment extended past the positive and negative ends of the edge, of equal length and direction to those of the edge itself, x j k ?x j i . L(u; v) in Equation (8) (9) where i is the number of nodes neighbouring node i, n bou is the number of boundary edges contributing to the residual at node i and subscript il represents the edge connecting nodes i and l. For this form of gradient evaluation, the rigourous LED character of the scheme is lost but for transonic and low supersonic ows this scheme tends to produce smoother and less dissipative solutions than schemes previously reported by the authors for inviscid ow 12, 13] . The means for inclusion of viscous terms recycles the nodal gradients used for the dissipative uxes. The ux, F j i , for example, in Equation (6) is simply replaced by F j i ?G j i .
It was found desirable to use a smoother limiter function than the previously-reported standard minmod limiter for Euler ows in Equation (8) , to avoid the limiter switching to rst order in regions of high curvature, such as the edge of the boundary layer. The limiter used was that employed in 17] and is L(u; v) = minmod(2u; 2v; u + v 2 ): (10) Note that this limiter is more likely to return the third argument, and by examination of Equation (8) A rst order discretization of the convective uxes is then implemented by including a dissipative ux of the form j~ j(~ i ?~ k ), where~ is an approximation of the Roeaveraged advective contravariant velocity~ ũi n with the Harten correction 19] to maintain non-zero dissipation in regions where the contravariant velocity tends to zero. The 1st order discretization is desirable in order to prevent overshoots which could result in negative eddy viscosities.
Mesh Movement
For the Navier-Stokes calculations reported herein, we use a scheme in which the grid movement at a location xj is simply given by the sum of the airfoil surface modal perturbations corresponding to that value of x1. This eliminates the potential problem of negative volume elements in the perturbed grid in the boundary layer due to the small mesh spacing in the normal direction. This will obviously have to be dealt with in a more satisfactory manner when extending to multi-element airfoils and 3D Navier-Stokes.
Sensitivity Analysis
Two methods of performing sensitivity analysis have been used herein, both based on the discrete sensitivity analysis approach 12, 13] . For all the optimization examples, the adjoint approach was used in which the adjoint variable is calculated by solving (12) and the cost function sensitivities are calculated from dI
For some sensitivity validation exercises, the direct method was used in which the local state vector sensitivity, @U=@ is calculated by solving @R @U @U
and the cost function sensitivity is calculated from dCD j d R=0
Time Integration
Time integration was performed using the same time integration scheme as that for ow analysis, that is, by introducing a pseudo-unsteady term into for example the adjoint equation 12, 13] 
For the Navier-Stokes ow analysis calculations it was felt that an implicit scheme was needed due to the small sizes of the elements in the boundary layer in the normal direction. For low-Re laminar calculations, a point implicit timestepping algorithm scheme was used. It was found to allow at least a doubling of the asymptotic convergence rate for one fourth of the per-iteration CPU cost of the multistage scheme for the adjoint calculation. For a given problem we always use the same time marching algorithm for both ow and adjoint analysis. For high-Re turbulent calculations, a preconditioned multi-stage timestepping scheme was used similar to that reported in 1, 21] .
The point implicit algorithm follows the ideas elucidated in 17, 16], but di ers in that the exact block diagonal entries of the @R=@U matrix are used on the left hand side as opposed to only the rst order terms. In brief, the relaxation scheme is Li Ui = ( i + ti @R @U ii ) Ui = tiRi (17) where U n+1 i = U n i + Ui: (18) Finally, a viscous correction was made to the ti in an e ort to ensure that the viscous time step limit is not exceeded, thereby compromising stability. This correction is given by ti = t inv i 1 + 4=Re s i (19) where t inv i is the time step limit found using linearized Fourier analysis for the inviscid scheme 14] and Re s i is the Reynolds number based on the length of the smallest edge in the elements surrounding node i. It has been found by many researchers that this stability limit can have a large in uence for well-resolved, low Reynolds number ows.
Jacobian storage E cient storage of @R=@U can be performed by calculating the jacobian in two stages. The residual contribution for a given edge can be written as R(U) = R(U; Ux i ; U) (20) Following previous work, e.g. 3], we apply the chain rule and obtain, dR dU = @R @UI + @R @UII = @R @UI + @R @Ux j @Ux j @U where we have used the shorthand Ux j = @U=@xj. This doesn't appear to be much of a savings since @Ux j =@U, at rst glance, appears to be quite large. However, it is quickly found after examining the expression used to calculate Ux j , that each conservative variable component is only dependent on neighbouring nodal values of that same conservative variable component. Therefore @Ux j =@U is only nonzero if the same conservative variable components are being compared. Also @Ux j =@U is the same for all conservative variable components. Therefore @Ux j =@U is quite small (on the order of 100Npoint while @R=@UI is on the order 600Npoint, for example), and @R=@U can be stored using about the same amount of memory as was required to store the Euler residual jacobian based on the small-stencil scheme reported in 12, 13].
Optimization Strategy
A subspace BFGS algorithm is used to minimize drag with constraints on lift for both examples discussed herein. The algorithm is presented in 13, 9], and here we give only a brief description. An increasingly accurate estimate to the Hessian (of the cost function with respect to the design variables) is developed in the subspace, Z, orthogonal to the constraint gradients. This estimate is based on the usual BFGS formula, but uses variables which are all projected into the subspace 15]. The matrix Z k which is used to perform the projection is found by performing an LQ decomposition of the constraint gradients, @CL=@ j. This formulation requires the solution of two adjoint problems per line search { one for CL and one for CD. The method appears to be quite robust since, as for the unconstrained BFGS algorithm, the Hessian approximation is guaranteed to remain positive de nite provided the exact Hessian is positive de nite and provided su cient progress is made towards the minimum for each line search 15]. 3D NACA0012 sensitivity analysis Sensitivity calculations were performed based on the solution described above. Comparisons ( nite di erence versus analytic derivative) of the resulting surface @ =@ and @ E=@ distributions are shown for the angle of attack design variable (Figures 5, 7 ) and a NACA 4-series meanline mode design variable (Figures 6, 8) revealing good agreement. The adjoint sensitivity module has been fully validated versusnite di erence. Table 1 shows the results for the parallel version of the code using only C l as the cost function. As reported for the corresponding 2D cases 13], quite good agreement is found for while the discrepancies for the camber mode are believed to be due to the nite di erence step size used in making that estimate. c = 0:001 was used corresponding to a movement in the airfoil surface of 0.1% of chord. As pointed out in reference 13], the very close agreement between distributions of @p=@ (shown in Figure 6 ) and @ 11=@ (not shown) as calculated by nite di erence and direct methods, indicates that the analytic derivatives are the more accurate, since these quantities are the only ones that contribute to the body forces. Therefore, the slight disagreements observable in Figure 6 due to the size of the nite di erence step, is presumably the source of error. Further tests in the course of the optimization exercises by comparison of j@Cl=@ j with C l and j@Cd=@ j with C d provided further de nitive evidence in this regard. for laminar ows. For turbulent ows, at su ciently large distances from the leading edge, the boundary layer pro le is expected to exhibit log-law behaviour.
The pro les found at x = 0:96 using Spalart-Allmaras and Cebeci-Smith turbulence models are shown in Figure  11 . It can be seen that good agreement with the Spalding composite law 27] is found for both models. Eddy viscosity and axial momentum distributions found for the SpalartAllmaras solution are shown Figures 10-12 . These are in good agreement with the distributions found for the CebeciSmith calculations (not shown), discrepancies in the eddy viscosity distributions being mostly restricted to the outer part of the boundary layer. Note that the trip terms were removed from the Spalart-Allmaras model for this calculation.
Results
The example demonstrating the extension of the 2D laminar optimization capability to 3D uses the ONERA M6 wing as a baseline geometry. The baseline ow eld is similar to those found for a 2D optimization case presented in a previous paper 11] and similar geometry and ow eld evolutions are observed in the course of the optimization exercise. Therefore it was felt appropriate to summarize the 2D optimization exercise here as well, for comparison purposes.
2D Attached Viscous Optimization Case The baseline geometry was a very thin airoil (with about 1% maximum thickness), with a thickness distribution that had already undergone considerable design and optimization for low Reynolds number viscous ow, albeit at a slightly higher Re=10000. The original airfoil is under consideration for use in micro unmanned aerial vehicles ( -UAVs). It had signi cant camber, but it was decided that a well behaved zero-camber airfoil was required as an initial test for the optimization system, so the camber was removed from the airfoil by a simple geometric operation. At = 3:5 , M = 0:8, and Re = 2000 it was found that the boundary layer C f distribution was well above zero everywhere. The high Mach number was chosen, not for its realism in representing the ight conditions of -UAVs, but because it allows quicker convergence of the ow analysis calculations. It was decided that drag minimization with a lift constraint was an appropriate initial test, even though not much of a drag reduction was expected. The design variables were chosen to be the modal amplitudes of Hicks-Henne camber functions of the form y(x) = sin( x p ) or y(x) = sin( (1 ? x) p )with p chosen to be such that peaks occur at 20%, 40%, 60% and 80% of chord. In addition, the angle of attack was chosen as a design variable.
The baseline grid and Mach distribution are shown in Figures 13 and 15 . The baseline grid contains 8506 nodes and at the trailing edge there are approximately 20 points in the boundary layer. The surface Cp distribution was found to match that found by MSES quite closely. Note that although there is locally supersonic ow, no shocks are present, although the ability to capture these shocks is an inherent part of the ow analysis algorithm.
The evolution of Cp distribution and geometry are shown in Figures 13-16 . It can be seen that the minimum appears to have been almost reached after about 4 line searches which is about what should be expected for a well behaved design surface. The cost function has only decreased by 18 counts or about 2.2% of the baseline C d . This modest decrease was expected since the baseline solution exhibited quite healthy boundary layer behaviour. Note that the decrease has come about partially by a reduction of the leading edge pressure peak. The resulting reduction in the net pressure increase and adverse pressure gradient along the upper surface causes the momentum thickness to be lower at the upper surface trailing edge, indicating a more healthy boundary layer and lower drag.
Also it should be noted that this optimization exercise was reproduced using MSES and and LINDOP, its associated optimization driver 8]. A similar reduction in C d was observed, although the nal geometry was slightly di erent. It is believed that this is due to the relatively shallow minimum.
3D ONERA M6 Wing The baseline geometry was the ONERA M6 wing. This wing has no camber and is untwisted. The nondimensional airfoil sections that the wing is lofted from are uniform across the span and have quite a large maximum thickness of t=cmax = 9:7%. Therefore some separation is likely and indeed is found on the upper surface at the baseline conditions of = 3:5 , M = 0:8, and Re = 1600 based on the root chord. However it is limited to the aft 10%-20% of the airfoil and therefore the design space was expected to be rather smooth. It was decided that drag minimization with a lift constraint was an appropriate test, even though, once again, not much of a drag reduction was expected.
The design variables were product combinations of two chordwise functions and ve spanwise functions whereby the surface geometry change is given by zupper(x; y) = z 0 upper (x; y) + P N des i=1 ihi(x; y) z lower (x; y) = z 0 lower (x; y) + P N des i=1 'i ihi(x; y):
Here ' k is ?1 and 1 for thickness and camber design variables, respectively and z 0 upper , for example, represents the baseline upper surface. The chordwise functions, fi(x=c) and spanwise functions, ej(y) are summarized in Table 2 . In addition, the angle of attack was chosen as a design variable.
func de nition range f1 sin( (x=c)) 0 < x=c < 1 f2 x=c 0 < x=c < 1 e1 (y1 ? y)=(y1 ? y0) y0 < y < y1 e2 (y ? y0)=(y1 ? y0) y0 < y < y1 (y1 ? y)=(y2 ? y1) y1 < y < y2 e3 (y ? y1)=(y2 ? y1) y1 < y < y2 (y2 ? y)=(y3 ? y2) y2 < y < y3 e4 (y ? y2)=(y3 ? y2) y2 < y < y3 (y3 ? y)=(y4 ? y3) y3 < y < y4 e5 (y ? y3)=(y4 ? y3) y3 < y < y4 var h2 h3 h4 h5 defn | f1e1 f1e2 f2e2 f1e3 var h6 h7 h8 h9 h10 defn f2e3 f1e4 f2e4 f1e5 f2e5 The baseline grid, pressure distribution and Mach distribution are shown in Figures 17 to 19 . The baseline grid contains 101,900 nodes and 578,880 tetrahedra. The grid was generated using HYPGEN 6], the grid generation program associated with OVERFLOW 4] . Each hexahedral cell in this structured grid was divided into six tetrahedra At the trailing edge there are approximately 12 points in the boundary layer. It should be noted that the gradient contributions, via @R=@G @G@U were removed from L in Equation (17) since it was found that uctuations in the result of the minmod limiter were destabilizing in the early stages of the calculation. Good convergence was found using = 2:5 and = 2:0. Note that although there is locally supersonic ow, no shocks are present, although the ability to capture these shocks is an inherent part of the ow analysis algorithm, as before.
The constrained BFGS algorithm described above was used to minimize CD at the baseline CL. The nal Cp distribution is shown in Figures 20 while the evolution of geometry, Cp, C f and distributions are shown in Figures  21 to 24 . The minimum has been practically reached after 4 line searches.
Much of the behaviour observed for this case is similar to that observed for the 2D case discussed in Section 5.1.1. This might have been expected since similar design variables were utilized and minimal separation is present. Firstly, the cost function has only decreased by a small amount | in this case, 4 counts or about 0:4% of the baseline CD, whereas the 2D case resulted in an 18-count reduction. The smaller decrease may be due to the lower number of camber design variables per section for the 3D case | just one was used per span station, whereas in the 2D case, four were used. As for the 2D case, this modest decrease was expected since the baseline solution exhibited quite healthy boundary layer behaviour. Another similarity to the 2D case is that the decrease has come about partially by a reduction of the leading edge pressure peak. The resulting reduction in the net pressure increase and adverse pressure gradient along the upper surface causes the momentum thickness to be lower at the upper and lower surface trailing edge | as can be seen in Figure 24 | indicating a more healthy boundary layer and lower sectional drag for each section. Indeed analysis using the Squire-Young formula 24] based on boundary layer quantities at the trailing edge at four sample span stations indicated pro le drag decreases at each section. Induced drag was not examined. Unlike the 2D NACA0012 case, little change in the separation point at any section was observed.
Conclusion
A previously reported 2D laminar optimization capability has been successfully extended to three dimensions. Validation of the sensitivity calculation method using both adjoint and direct method was performed. Subsequently, a lift-constrained drag minimization exercise using the ON-ERA M6 as the baseline geometry was performed. The mostly-attached ow features resulted in a predictably similar geometry and ow eld evolution to an example performed in 2D which also possessed mostly-attached boundary layers. The residual jacobian storage scheme previously demonstrated in 2D was found to extend to 3D and result in practical memory costs based on a parallel implementation. The optimization example required approximately 80 hours of clock CPU time using 13 nodes on an SP2 to complete (for total of 1000 CPU-hours), indicating a practical 3D laminar optimization capability.
The extension to high-Re 2D turbulent ows is currently in progress. Validation (for at plate solutions) of the ow analysis module associated with this capability is included. 
